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Abstract.
We have developed an original planner, aSyMov, that has been

specially designed to address intricate robot planning problems
where geometric constraints cannot be simply “abstracted” in a way
that has no influence on the symbolic plan. This paper presents the
ingredients that allowed us to establish an effective link between the
representations used by a symbolic task planner and the represen-
tations used by a realistic motion and manipulation planning library.
The architecture and the main plan search strategies are presented to-
gether with an illustrative example solved by a prototype implemen-
tation of aSyMov. At each step of the planning process both sym-
bolic and geometric constraints are considered. Besides, the plan-
ning process tries to arbitrate between finding a plan with the level of
knowledge it has already acquired, or “investing” more in a deeper
knowledge of the topology of the different configuration spaces it
manipulates.

1 Introduction

The domain independent planners have been improved dramatically
and can solve more and more complex problems. However, their ef-
fective use in robotics is still very limited. One main reason, in our
point of view, is the gap between the representation they are based on
and the physical world. For example, depending on the context (size
and shape of the robot and the object, environment configuration...),
when a robot grasps an object the shape of the “composed” robot, i.e.
the robot and the attached object, may have drastic consequences on
its future actions or actions of other robots. This is generally ignored
by the symbolic task planners.

In this paper, we assume that, besides a standard symbolic descrip-
tion, we have a complete description of the geometry of the environ-
ment. Figure 1 illustrates such data. In order to exhibit clearly the
main topics, we have chosen an example based on the “classical”
Hanoi Tower Problem. We call it the “Geometric Hanoi Tower Prob-
lem with 3 disks” (GHTP-3). In our example, the tower is composed
of cylinders (called “disks”) that can be moved by a non-holonomic
robotized fork-lift.

Depending on the size of the obstacle in the middle of the environ-
ment this problem can become unsolvable by a hierarchical planning
approach where first a symbolic plan is found and then the robot
motions are planned. Indeed, a good symbolic plan, with an opti-
mal number of actions, will manage to build onstack-2 a two-
disks tower, then move the big disk tostack-3 . In the instance of
GHTP-3 shown on figure 1, there is no possible path for the robot to

Figure 1. GHTP-3: An instance of the the Geometric Hanoi Tower
Problem: 3 cylinders manipulated by a non-holonomic fork-lift in a

geometrically constrained environment

transfer the Big Disk directly fromstack-1 to stack-3 if a disk
is placed onstack-2 . Indeed, the obstacle in the middle leaves
enough room for a robot transporting a small or medium size disk to
travel betweenstack-1 andstack-3 even ifstack-2 is occu-
pied (figure 2). aSyMov (a Symbolic Move3d [13]) is able to detect
such a situation and to find a feasible plan (figure 5). Our approach
is able to take into account not only discrete but continuous sets of
grasps and placements. However, for the sake of clarity we will limit
ourselves here to GHTP-3, where we do not allow the disks to be
placed arbitrarily in the environment. However, we allow infinitely
many grasp configurations: any contact position of the robot in a ra-
dial orientation relatively to a disk will be considered as a possible
grasp position.

All robot motions (trajectories, reachable grasp configurations..)
depend not only on the static environment but on the context (i.e. the

Figure 2. Geometric constraints: the obstacle forbids the forklift to carry
the Big Disk between stack-1 and stack-3 if the medium disk is on stack-2.

For the smaller disks it is possible to find a path.



positions of all the other objects and robots). Each context may pos-
sibly create a different free-space topology and consequently create
specific constraints on robot motions. We may have a combinatorial
explosion of contexts particularly if we consider a continuous set (or
a great number of discrete positions) of placements for the objects.

When the number of such contexts is small, it can be taken into
account by the programmer. This is typically done in problems when
the topology of the environment is provided at the symbolic level
(theCONNECTEDpredicate is often used) and where situations that
entail a change in the topology (adding/deletingCONNECTEDfacts)
are predefined.

The only systematic way to guarantee the separation between the
symbolic and the geometric aspects (without loss of solutions) would
consist in pre-computing beforehand the topology of the free-space
for each context and analyzing for each one the feasibility of all ac-
tions. This is clearly not reachable. aSyMov is a tentative answer to
this problem.

We will discuss in the sequel the ingredients that allowed us to es-
tablish an effective link between the representations used by a sym-
bolic task planner and the representations used by a realistic motion
and manipulation planning library. We then describe the architecture
and the main plan search strategies together with an illustrative exam-
ple solved by a prototype implementation of our planner. At each step
of the planning process both symbolic and geometric constraints are
considered. Besides, the planning process tries to arbitrate between
finding a plan with the level of knowledge it has already acquired,
or “investing” more in a deeper knowledge of the topology of the
different configuration spaces it manipulates.

2 Geometrical model and algorithms

In order to tackle realistic problems, we rely on advanced geomet-
ric planning techniques (Probabilistic Roadmap Methods (PRMs)
[8, 14] and their use for the so-called manipulation planning prob-
lem [1, 12, 5].

2.1 Some definitions

Environment: We work in a 3D-world. It consists of static compo-
nents (obstacles, walls, bookshelves . . . ) and dynamic components:
robots and “movable” objects.
Roadmap: In order to capture the topology of the free space, the
motion planner computes randomly a graph called roadmap. A node
represents a collision-free configuration (one instance of the degree
of freedom of the mechanical system) and the edges are valid robot
motions. A roadmap can be composed of several connected compo-
nents. In each one, there is a valid path connecting any two nodes in
the considered free space.
Transit/Transfer/Placement: A manipulation problem [1, 9] in-
volves two types of motions, thetransfer of an object taken by a
robot and thetransit motion of a robot between two grasping posi-
tions. These motions can be represented by roadmaps. The set of all
stable object positions is calledplacement. It can also be represented
by a roadmap. A solution to a manipulation problem is a sequence of
transit and transfer motions.

2.2 Specificities of the multi-robot manipulation
problems

One main feature in our approach is the notion of “robot composi-
tion” and the use of several specialized roadmaps [5]. Robot compo-
sition enables to build new robots (or objects) from other robots (or

objects). For instance a table can be composed of a board and some
legs for assembly problems, and a robot carrying an object is the
composition of the robot and the object. With this definition, a trans-
fer motion is a valid motion for the composed robot and we can build
a roadmap for it. Consequently, for a multi-robot manipulation plan-
ning problem we define several specialized roadmaps for each type
of motion. Naturally there are connections between these roadmaps
(see fig 3). Such connections correspond to robot composition. For
example, the nodes in atransferroadmap that correspond to a stable
object position can be linked to a node in theplacementroadmap and
to a node in the robottransit roadmap.

Figure 3. Illustration of connections between roadmaps (in discontinuous
lines). The node N4 of the transfer roadmap is the concatenation of node N1

of the transit roadmap with node N7 of the placement roadmap. N5 is the
concatenation of N2 and N8.

For manipulation problems involving several robots and objects,
the number of possible roadmaps corresponding to all possible
compositions may grow rapidly. We need a strategy to choose the
roadmap we have to expand or explore. We claim that a symbolic
level can guide this search process. Indeed, a task planner can pro-
pose different actions (and the associated motions) needed to reach
a given goal situation. For example, even if there are several robots
in the environment, a task planner may find a plan in which only
one robot is used to transport an object to its goal position. In such a
case, the geometric part of the search will be limited to the robot and
the object roadmaps, and no expensive search will be performed in
the other robots’ roadmaps. The next section shows how we link the
roadmaps representation with a symbolic description.

3 Topologies and symbolic representation

The first motivation to have a symbolic representation is to guide the
roadmaps expansion and exploration. Our symbolic representation,
coded into a task planner, will be a relaxed instance of the problem
in which we will consider that it is always possible to find a motion
without collision between two nodes in every roadmap.

The second motivation is to enrich the robot manipulation problem
with symbolic constraints. For instance, in the GHTP-3 a given disk
cannot be put on a smaller one.

3.1 Symbolic representation of topologies

A symbolic positionof a robot or a movable object is a term rep-
resenting a subset of the configuration nodes of one roadmap that
satisfy a given property. We have defined a nomenclature for such
terms:P {robot name } {roadmap name} {property }

For instance, the configurations where a robotR can grasp an ob-
ject Owill be denoted byP R TI TA O. Indeed this term represents
all the roadmap nodes which (1) are in the transit roadmap (TI ) of
the robotR and (2) can be composed with a node from the place-
ment roadmap ofOto form a third node which is in the transfer (TA)
roadmap of the compositionR-O. On figure 3,P R TI TA O rep-
resents the set of node{N1, N2}. P R-O TA TI represents all the



nodes of the transfer roadmap (TA) of R-O which are a composition
of a node from the transit roadmap (TI ) of R and a node from the
placement roadmap ofO. On figure 3,P R-O TA TI represents the
set{N4, N5}.

Another example: the termP R TI RELOADBATTERYrepre-
sents all the nodes of the transit (TI ) roadmap ofRwhere the planner
can apply aRELOADBATTERYaction (see§3.2).

This splitting by properties of the global topology allow us to ma-
nipulate a constant and given set of terms that can be computed
automatically to satisfy a given constraint: (“R can graspO; R can
RELOADBATTERY; . . . ”).

3.2 Symbolic domain construction

This representation choice brings us naturally to specify a set ofbasic
types and predicates for what we callthe basic problem(a pick-and-
place problem). We have chosen PDDL2.1 [4] for this specification.
There are three main types of symbolic terms:robot, movableobject
andsymbolicposition. On these types we construct abasicpredicate
set:

• (composed ?r1 ?r2 ?r3): the composition of two robots or mov-
able objects ?r1 and ?r2 is possible and forms a third robot or
movable object ?r3. (eg:(COMPOSED R O R-O))

• (belongs-to ?p ?r ?roadmap-type): a symbolic position ?p be-
longs to the roadmap of type ?roadmap-type of a robot or a mov-
able object ?r. (eg:(BELONGS-TO PR TI TA O R TI) )

• (has-purpose ?p ?pos-type): is used to associate a sym-
bolic meaning ?pos-type to a geometric position. Such a prop-
erty is necessary when a robot has to reach a given posi-
tion as a pre-condition to apply a “purely symbolic” action
(i.e. an action that may have geometric constraints precondi-
tions but no geometric consequences). For instance, the action
(RELOADBATTERY ?robot ?p) would have as a precondi-
tion the predicate(ON ?robot ?p) and(HAS PURPOSE ?p
RELOADPOSITION) . We use also this predicate to specify the
initial and goal symbolic positions.

• (connection ?p1 ?p2): denotes that it is possible to find a connec-
tion between two symbolic positions ?p1 and ?p2 which do not
belong to the same roadmap. (eg:(CONNECTION PR TI TA O
P R-O TA TI) )

• (on ?r ?p): the robot or movable object ?r is located at the sym-
bolic position ?p. Moreover ?r is active, indeed a robot or a mov-
able object can “disappear” if it is composed with another one or
decomposed (see the effects of theSTACKONaction).

In the basic problem, only the “on” predicate will be fluent. In
fact, the instances of thecomposed, belongs-to, has-purposeandcon-
nectionare fixed and provide a description of the set of available
roadmaps and their links. This is, as mentioned above, a relaxed de-
scription of the real structure. It is the role of the geometric level to
compute a more refined topology.

Only a few predicates are specifically defined in our planner. We
can combine them to build the appropriate actions (that have geo-
metric conditions and effects) and also add “pure” symbolic ones.
Hereafter, we give theSTACKONaction used for GHTP-3.

(:action STACK_ON
:parameters

(?r_plus_disk - robot ?p3 - position
?r - robot ?p1 - position
?disk1 - obj ?p2 - position
?stack - position_type ?disk2 - obj
?height ?height_plus - position_type)

:precondition (and

;; relaxed representation of geometry
(composed ?r_plus_disk ?r ?disk1)
(on ?r_plus_disk ?p3)
(belongs-to ?p3 ?r_plus_disk TA)
(belongs-to ?p1 ?r TI)
(belongs-to ?p2 ?disk1 PL)
(connection ?p3 ?p1)
(connection ?p3 ?p2)
;; constraints
(has_purpose ?p2 ?height_plus)
(has_purpose ?p2 ?stack)
;; purely symbolic part
(bigger_than ?d2 ?d1)
(on_top ?stack ?d2)
(height ?stack ?height)
(minus_height ?height_plus ?height))

:effect (and
;; geometric effects
(not (on ?r_plus_disk ?p3))
(on ?r ?p1)
(on ?disk1 ?p2)
;; symbolic effects
(not (on_top ?stack ?disk2))
(on_top ?stack ?disk1)
(not (height ?stack ?height))
(height ?stack ?height_plus))

)

4 Algorithms and strategies

aSyMov needs three input databases: (1) a geometric description of
the environment, (2) a PDDL2.1 domain and problem description and
(3) a description of the relations between the geometric objects de-
scribed in (1) and the terms described in (2). It is possible and easy to
change the symbolic and/or the geometric constraints by editing their
corresponding files. For instance, in the GHTP-3, we can change the
stacking rules in the symbolic part without modifying the other files
or symmetrically, change the obstacle or robots dimensions in the
geometric part.

4.1 Global principles

aSyMov is a A*-like forward search planner in the state space. This
kind of search allows us to maintain an explicit description including
all configurations of robots and objects. This is essential in order to
compute robot trajectories. The planner can start with a set of empty
roadmaps that it will explore incrementally during its search. Such
roadmaps can be re-used for subsequent planner calls. At each step
it will have to choose between trying to find a plan with the level of
knowledge it already has acquired (the roadmaps as they are), or to
“invest” more in a deeper knowledge of the topology of the different
configuration spaces that it manipulates (selection and expansion of
some roadmaps).

Note that an action that has not been validated previously may be-
come valid after a roadmap expansion. Consequently, the front search
must also attach to each state the list of applicable but non-currently
valid geometric actions. This list must be re-considered whenever the
roadmaps have been updated by a roadmap expansion. So we cannot
remove simply a state from the front search. We stop the search after
a predefined number of steps of the core procedure which may add a
new state to the front search: theextend statealgorithm (fig 4).

The first operation of this procedure is to compute theapplicable
actions on the basis of the symbolic part of the state. Thus, we en-
sure the satisfaction of the symbolic constraints. We introduce com-
plementary actions calledroadmap-expansionwhich implement in-
cremental roadmaps expansion.



Figure 4. Algorithm to extend a state from the front search

The second operation computes costs and heuristics of the actions.
The heuristics forapplicableactions are based on the length of plans
found by a task planner, currently Metric-FF [7], on our symbolic
description. This value is modified by taking into account the con-
nectivity of the roadmaps corresponding to the actions involved in
the plan. If the roadmaps connectivity is not sufficient the cost is in-
creased. The heuristics for theroadmaps-expansionactions depends
on the number of failures of previously selectedapplicableactions.

The selection includes a random part. Even if the best action (i.e.
for a symbolic planner) is often the most likely, all feasible actions
have at least a small probability to be chosen. If the symbolic planner
is complete and the roadmap expansion has the probabilistic com-
pleteness property, our planner keeps this probabilistic completeness
property. The non-existence of solution is so unprovable.

If the selected action is aroadmap-expansion, the planner selects
and expands a set of roadmaps that are suggested by the solution
to the relaxed problem. If the selected action is anapplicableone
and if it has geometric consequences (action which contains “on”
predicates in its effects), the planner tries to validate it (see 4.2).

At the end of theextend stateprocedure, the planner recomputes
the cost of some states of the front search. If the procedure fails to
extend a state, its cost is increased.

When the goal is reached a set of post-processing steps (not de-
tailed here) can be performed in order to clean the plan (redundant
actions can appear), to detect actions that can be performed in parallel
[11], to smooth the robot trajectories and to synchronize multi-robot
motions.

4.2 The validation process

In order to limit the construction of expensive roadmaps, we first
consider each robot (or composed robot) as if it was alone in the
static environment. It is the role of the validation process to plan
paths, to test if there are collisions with the other robots or movable
objects and to adapt the trajectories appropriately, if they exist.

This process can be seen as an incremental instantiation process of
the symbolic positions. When we try to validate an applicable action
which implies a motion, we try to find a valid roadmap node for this
position. We stop the process when at least one valid node is found
but we keep all the other candidate nodes. With this mechanism, we
can re-instantiate the position if the current instance prevents further
motions. For instance, if a previous action has moved an objectO to
a position that has been instantiated with a noden1 and if this object
obstructs the motion that is currently in the validation process, the
planner can try to validate another noden2 for O.

The validation process is a costly operation, which may, in the
worst case, be exponential in the number of robots/object. We ex-
plain how we try to reduce as much as possible the computation costs
by using a lazy evaluation strategy in [6]. Let us simply mention here

that the validation process does not change the symbolic part of the
plan under construction. It is not a simple validation stage for one
action as it can be performed with a simple hierarchy. It is able to
back-propagate geometric constraints on all the plan under construc-
tion.

It is important to note that the planner will explore intensively the
state-space only when it faces intricate validation situations. We have
tried to give an estimate of this exploration, called “connectivities
explored” in the next section.

5 Results on the GHTP-3

We have already validated in [3] the usefulness of the symbolic prob-
lem as a heuristic guide even for thebasic problem. We present here
below average results on 50 runs (table 1) obtained on several GHTP-
3 instances1:

Figure 6. Illustration of the GHTP-3 instances (1) (2) and (4).

• instance (1): without obstacles and with precomputed
roadmaps: The same problem shown in fig 1 but without any
obstacle (fig 6). Moreover, we switch off the roadmap expansion
actions and use precomputed roadmaps. In this case, the plan pro-
posed by a sequence of a conventional task planner and a motion
planner is the same than the plan found by aSyMov. In such a case,
of course, the heuristic plan provides a good guidance.

• instance (2): without obstacles:The search is started with empty
roadmaps.

• instance (3): with obstacle:This is the problem shown in fig 1.
The obstacle is such that it obstructs the direct transport of the
big disk from stack-1 to stack-3. As already mentioned and illus-
trated, aSyMov is able to find a valid plan (fig. 5) that satisfies
both geometric and symbolic constraints.

• instance (4): with a “difficult” obstacle : The shape and size of
the obstacle (fig 6) has been chosen so that it leads to really con-
strained motion planning for a non-holonomic robot carrying the
Big Disk from stack-1 to stack-3 while a disk is placed on stack-2.
In this case 76% of the plans found are similar to those found for
instance 3 and 24% are similar to plans found for instances 1 or 2.

CPU time Nb step Connectivities Plan length
(1) 0.266 38.5 17.5 28
(2) 9.97 63.7 25.4 28.8
(3) 271.6 243.8 71.2 44
(4) 298.9 213.6 62.8 40.16

Table 1. Results on several instances of GHTP-3.

• CPU time: as measured a 3.2 GHz Pentium 4 HT.
• Nb step: number of calls of theextend statealgorithm.
• Connectivities explored: In task planning for robotics domain,

the environment connectivity is often expressed by aCONNECTED
predicate (e.g. (CONNECTEDposition1 position2)). However, to
reflect correctly the reality this predicate should take into account
the other robots and movable objects positions (e.g. (CONNECTED
robot1 position1 position2) withobject2 on position3 ,

1 The interested reader may find at http://www.laas.fr/˜scambon a number of
mpeg video segments that illustrate the plans produced by aSyMov.



Figure 5. A plan found for the instance 3 of the GHTP-3: actions and corresponding paths. This is the shortest possible plan (in number of action) because
there is no possible path for the robot to transfer the Big Disk directly fromstack-1 to stack-3 if a disk is placed onstack-2 .

robot3 on position4 . . . ). For the instances of the GHTP-3
presented here, the number of possibleCONNECTEDfacts is 1512

but their boolean values are obviously unknown in advance by
aSyMov (and considered as TRUE in the relaxed problem). We
give here the number of connectivities that have been effectively
explored during the plan search. The minimum is 14 (e.g. num-
ber of necessary trajectories) for instances (1) and (2) and 22 for
instance (3).

• plan length: We estimate that the optimal plan length for
instances (1) and (2) is 28, 44 for (3) and we note that the optimal
plan for (4) is 28.

The performance is strongly dependent on the difficulty of the ge-
ometric problem, motion planning for non-holonomic robots in con-
strained environment add many difficulties. This correlation appears
also with theconnectivitiesmeasure: when the planner faces difficul-
ties it tries other ways.

6 Conclusion and future work

To the best of our knowledge, aSyMov is the first task planner that
deals with a complex geometric representation involving a manipula-
tion context. In a motion planning point of view, we solve relatively
complex multi-robot manipulation problems. The search is guided
thanks to the use of symbolic representation which let us compute a
relaxed solution. In a task planning point of view, our system is the
only planner which takes into account a precise description of the
world geometry and the effective ability of the robots.

With a robotics application, our planner has two main advantages
over other planners. First, the plans have better chance to be valid,
because they take into account the geometric consequences of robots’
actions. Second, the plans have a good expressiveness, they provide
not only the actions set but also the way to achieve them.

Our main point here is that we have developed an effective link
between symbolic and motion planning and a number of mechanisms

2 enumerated by hand following all possible motions in all possible symbolic
contexts

for guiding the search that allow to deal with a new class of intricate
robotics problems.

Our future investigations will involve a more elaborate control that
can take into account more information produced by the validation
and the roadmap expansion activities. Another aspect involves the
choice of a symbolic planner that allows to integrate domain-specific
control strategies induced by the manipulation context. A planner
like SHOP [10] or TLPlan [2] could be good candidate.
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